
PROVIDE A SEAMLESS TALENT ONBOARDING 
EXPERIENCE

Avionté Talent Tasks provide a seamless avenue of communication 
between recruiters and their talent:

- Recruiters can easily communicate with talent by sending 
multiple requests through the Recruiter Module for talent to 
complete on the Talent Module 

- Seamlessly send tasks for talent to complete with a couple 
of clicks

- Talent receives a request via email and can easily manage 
and complete tasks via their Avionté Talent Homepage

The Talent Homepage gives talent insight to their tasks and profile 
information:

- Provides a complete, user-friendly talent experience
- Complete control over profile information
- Easily manage all their Talent Tasks in one location

INCREASE EFFICIENCY & THROUGHPUT

PAPERLESS MOBILE ONBOARDING
FROM AVIONTÉ

END-TO-END ONBOARDING SOLUTION

With Self-Serve, E-Signature Documents powered by Adobe Sign, you can increase efficiency and the throughput 
of candidates:

- Self-serve functionality gives you full control over e-signature document management
- Fully paperless with cloud-based digital signatures 
- Streamlined onboarding process through the Recruiter and Talent Modules for both recruiters and talent
- Device-agnostic e-signature documents means talent can access and sign on their terms - anytime, 

anywhere via any device
- Push more talent through the onboarding process and improve your time to fill

TALENT TASK CATEGORIES:

- E-Signature Documents 
powered by Adobe Sign 

- Questionnaire
- Education
- WOTC (ADP & Equifax)
- Professional Experience
- Account Create
- Competencies 
- Personal Information 
- Resume 
- Direct Deposit
- EEO
- Acknowledgement
- Assessments - IBM® Kenexa® 

Assess on Cloud
- Benefits - ESC
- Eligibility - E-Verify

With Avionté's extensive partner network, onboarding partnerships allows the full circle of onboarding to suit your 
unique recruiting and staffing process:

- Employee assessments - IBM Kenexa Assess on Cloud
- Employee benefits - Essential StaffCARE (ESC)
- Employee eligibility - E-Verify

At Avionté, we focus on providing solutions that increase the efficiency of your staffing firm, improve 
the quality of the talent you provide and streamline the entire recruitment process. To learn more 
about the benefits of using Avionté Software for your staffing agency, contact us today.
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